The geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) specifications of a design are directly associated with its performance and functional requirements. They also govern the manufacturing and quality control processes needed to achieve those requirements. This paper reviews recent work in geometric tolerance representation and reasoning and presents a generic and uniform graph-based representation scheme, called the Tolerance Network, to represent GD&T specifications across a part or assembly. The network can accommodate GD&T specifications related to the function, behavior, manufacturing, and inspection requirements embedded in design specifications and supports the use of different types of tolerances. The network also accommodates common design practices such as the specification of overconstrained features and parts. The necessary properties of such a network are discussed that allow under-and overconstrained design specifications to be detected and analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in manufacturing technologies and increasing competition in the global marketplace have led to an increasing emphasis on product quality. One measure of the quality of a product is the precision of its components, which affects the product's reliability and accuracy. Product quality begins at design time, and tolerance specification and analysis are consequently important aspects of design.
The geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) specifications of a product design are directly associated with how it performs. They also govern the required procedure and accuracy for manufacturing and quality control. However, the relationships among design specifications, geometric dimensions and tolerances, and manufacturing and inspection processes are often difficult to establish and treat systematically. Until recently, this problem has been exacerbated by the lack of a unified and systematic scheme for representing and operating on GD&T specifications from design and manufacturing perspectives.
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An illustrative example
To better understand the issues, it is useful to start with an example. Figure la shows a planar manipulator designed as a 5-bar linkage in the horizontal plane (Akella et al., 1991) . The manipulator is driven by two motors, which are connected to shaft encoders for measuring the joint angles. From a functional standpoint, the accuracy of the manipulator endpoint is of primary importance. The endpoint position is obtained by reading the encoder angles and computing the linkage forward kinematics. Tolerances on all components of the linkage affect the endpoint accuracy; therefore, the GD&T specifications need to be assigned with care.
One of the motor-encoder subassemblies is shown in Figure lb. A machined aluminum coupling attaches the motor to the encoder and to one of the links. The motor and encoder are, respectively, mounted to a motor-clamp and an encoder-clamp. The encoder-clamp is attached to the motorclamp, which is then mounted to the ground.
Focusing on the coupling, we note that its functional requirements include transmitting rotary motions between the motor, the encoder, and the linkage and supporting the linkage and keeping it parallel to the ground. Figure 2 shows the geometric tolerancing specifications of the coupling, with dimensions omitted for clarity. At one side of the coupling is a motor-hole connected to the motor shaft. On the opposite side an encoder-hole fits the encoder shaft. On another side, perpendicular to the motor-hole, is the connecting-peg that supports and transmits motions to the link. To deliver accurate motion, the perpendicularity between the motorhole and the connecting-peg is important. As motions transmitted to the encoder should be precise, and binding of the motor or encoder should be avoided, the concentricity between the motor-hole and the encoder-hole is also critical. The three features also need an index datum reference frame (DRF) for setup during machining and inspection. This frame is constructed by datums A, B and C, as shown in the Figure 2. As a result, there are redundant tolerances among the features, resulting in an overtoleranced design.
As shown in this example, a designer will need a GD&T representation scheme that allows her/him to make convenient tolerance specifications, sometimes resulting in overdimensioned or overtoleranced (i.e., overconstrained) parts. The representation scheme must accommodate both functional (e.g., linkage accuracy) and manufacturing (e.g., machining setup) needs and must allow the specification and identification of overconstrained parts.
Literature review
In this section we review the work that has led to the present state of the art in GD&T specification and analysis. Early work on tolerancing theory and representation established the important concept of variational geometry. Hillyard and 
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Meaning is defined as there exists belongs to or is an element of the empty set is a subset of (or equal to) the intersection and union of two sets a graph G with E and V as sets of nodes and arcs a single-connected nonlooped graph, also called a path or a chain the set of nodes of the path P the set of arcs of the path P the starting node of the path P the ending node of the path P node Vj is connected to node Vj through the arc e k . Braid (1978) investigated how geometric properties of a component are affected by dimensional tolerances using a rigidity matrix. Through the matrix it can also be determined whether the component is under-, exactly-, or overdefined by a given dimensioning scheme. Gossard et al. (1980) showed that dimensions of a part can be represented symbolically in a computer-aided design (CAD) system. Lin et al. (1981) then showed that generalized dimensional constraints can be used to modify the geometry of a part. Because a designer modifies geometric models frequently, their work supported the use of variational geometry as a design tool (Light & Gossard, 1982) . A fundamental issue for any GD&T representation scheme is how to represent tolerancing information so that it can be used efficiently. One approach is to embed tolerancing information within a geometric modeling system, such as in the systems by Requicha and Chan (1986) and by Gossard et al. (1988) . Another approach is to separate tolerancing information and put it in a systematic representation such as the tolerance chain used in Bjorke (1989) for handling dimensional tolerances in a CAD system. We first review researches based on the first approach. Requicha (1983) , from the viewpoint of geometric modeling, developed an offsetting theory to define geometric tolerances after ANSI Y14.5 was published in 1976. A tolerance specification in the theory is a collection of geometric constraints on an object's surface features. The geometric tolerance zone, a region of space, was defined such that a toleranced surface feature is required to lie within the zone (Requicha, 1983 (Requicha, , 1993 . While conventional location and size tolerances can be implemented in a geometric modeler based on Boundary Representations (BReps), Requicha and Chan (1986) argued that surface features and associated tolerances can be implemented in Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) modelers as well. Based on the theory by Requicha (1983) , they developed a tolerance representation scheme in a CSG-based solid modeler using VGraph, the variational graph. The VGraph represents surface and curve features with tolerance attributes in their data structures in addition to nominal geometries.
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Recent work on tolerance representation is based on CSGBRep hybrid geometric modelers. Turner (1987) described a Constructive Variational Geometry (CVG) for modeling geometric tolerances. In this approach, model variables are associated with nominal surfaces in a CSG-BRep hybrid modeler and tolerance variables are transformed into model variables to represent variations of associated geometric entities. Gossard et al. (1988) demonstrated a prototype for representing dimensions, tolerances, and features explicitly in a CSG-BRep solid modeler based on variational geometry. In their approach a graph called the Object Graph, associated with the solid modeler's topology graph, represents dimensional parameters of a design. Besides binary operations on surface primitives, a relative position operator is used to establish the dimensional parameter showing the relationship between a target and datum surfaces. At the same time Roy and Liu (1988) showed that a CSG-BRep hybrid data structure provides a suitable basis for representing tolerancing information. The scheme attached tolerance information to a face list, which links CSG models to BRep models, as constraint nodes (Roy et al., 1989) . Fundamentally, the two schemes by Gossard et al. (1988) and by Roy et al. (1989) are equivalent though the implementation differs. Other similar representation schemes for dimensional tolerances can be found in Yu et al. (1988) , Faux (1990) , Wang and Ozsoy (1991) , and Shah and Yan (1996) . Bernstein and Preiss (1989) discussed a general representation scheme using a constraint network. In the network, coordinate frames of geometric features are modeled as nodes and toleranced geometric constraints are represented as arcs. Although the described scheme was intended for solid modelers, the possibility to extend the scheme for product models was also suggested.
On the other hand, tolerance representation schemes have also been developed that are without reference to any particular geometric modeling solution. Bjorke (1989) used a tolerance chain to represent the dimensional relations among surface features. Nodes and arcs of the chain are surfaces and toleranced dimensions, respectively. Linear statistical tolerance stackup can then be performed based on the chain. Notice that the tolerance chain is similar to the constraint graph used in Bernstein and Preiss (1989) . While arcs are modeled as kinematic transformations in the constraint graph, arcs are modeled as arithmetic equations in the tolerance chain. The concept of tolerance chains can be extended to other geometric tolerances, though it was originally devel-oped for dimensional tolerance analysis. A similar representation scheme using a graph can be found in Fleming (1988) .
Often, the GD&T scheme of a product is directly related to the manufacturing and inspection sequence. It is also recognized that a tolerance representation must support methods for tolerance analysis and synthesis. To this end, efforts have been made to develop a generic representation scheme for product modeling. Sata et al. (1985) used first-order predicates to represent dimensioning constraints and extended the concept for tolerancing constraints. The representation can easily establish the relative dimensioning and tolerancing constraints among features. Although this scheme provided a unified dimensioning and tolerancing representation for product modeling and process planning (Kimura et al., 1987) , it was difficult to extend the scheme to multidatum tolerances and shape tolerances.
The emerging standards for representing geometric features with tolerances are reflected in the ISO STEP specification (ISO, 1992) . Geometric tolerances in the STEP product model are represented as attributes of geometric features or of dimensions. Binford et al. (1990) noticed there exist implicit geometric constraints and suggested including these constraints explicitly in the tolerance graph. presented a hierarchical product decomposition to derive the tolerance network, a symbolic constraint graph, from a product model. The network is a unified representation for both tolerancing and fitting specifications applied to mating features. Martino (1992) presented a scheme, called the feature descendant graph to decompose a product into parts and features. In comparison to the earlier representation schemes by Bjorke (1989) and by Bernstein and Preiss (1989) , the tolerance network and feature descendant graph are hierarchical representations and more suitable for product modeling. However, the feature descendant graph involves different representations of features and parts that make it less uniform than the tolerance network.
To summarize, if we consider the previous work on geometric tolerances and modeling as a whole, several themes emerge:
1. Tolerances apply to geometric constraints and thus are represented as variational classes of geometries.
2. A Symbolic representation provides a useful platform for using variational geometry in geometry design.
3. Dimensional tolerances on features can be represented as a tolerance graph (or chain) with features as nodes and toleranced dimensions as arcs. The arcs of the tolerance graph can be arithmetic equations or kinematic transformations, depending on the domain of application.
While these early efforts were vital for establishing the basic geometric and symbolic treatment of tolerances, they were generally developed for specific geometric modelers and/or a subset of tolerance types (e.g., dimensional tolerances).
To map smoothly between design specifications and manufacturing and inspection processes, we require a generic GD&T representation scheme that can capture the designer's intent and handle multiple types of tolerances while remaining independent of any specific geometric modeling choice. The scheme should also handle individual parts and assemblies in a uniform manner.
In the following sections, we present a scheme for representing GD&T specifications for hierarchical product models as defined in the emerging ISO STEP standards and as found in modern CAD systems. We begin with classifications and a taxonomy of tolerances that make it easy to utilize inheritance of properties and procedures (methods) in object-oriented class libraries. Proceeding to a systematic GD&T representation scheme, hierarchical models, and related decompositions of a product design is discussed in Section 3. The hierarchical product model represents a product design at different levels of details through part and feature decompositions. In Section 4 the implications of a product GD&T scheme are investigated, followed by the description of a unified scheme for representing the GD&T specifications in a feature-based product model. Associated properties and possible applications are investigated in Section 5. Advantages and limitations of this approach, including validity and ambiguity of the representation scheme and soundness and completeness of the product model, are discussed in Section 6.
CLASSIFICATION OF TOLERANCES
A geometric tolerance, by definition, is the allowable variation in the geometry of a feature or on the relative position and orientation between features. Although tolerances are known as variations of geometries, it was early recognized that they should be represented as a special class in a CAD system to perform tolerance analysis and synthesis (Kimura et al., 1986; Requicha & Chan, 1986; Gossard et al., 1988) . Therefore, tolerances are treated as variational geometric constraints (VGCs) in this paper. In this section we investigate their classification in terms of geometric constraints. In each case, a specification is represented as a symbolic entity that can be either an interval or a statistical data type. This arrangement accommodates different tolerance types to provide a unified representation for design, manufacturing, and quality control.
Conventional tolerances and geometric tolerances
Traditional tolerancing deals with location and size tolerances. Such tolerances specify the allowable variations on location and size constraints applied to geometric features, such as the relative location between two parallel surfaces or the diameter of a hole. Although conventional tolerances are well developed and are used widely in engineering design practice, a designer is unable to use them to specify the variations of a feature shape that are specifically related to functional or behavioral requirements. For example, the designer could specify the tolerances on the diameters of a shaft and a hole based on the clearance needed for required performance, however (s)he could not specify how straight the hole and the shaft must be to ensure their behavior. Geometric tolerances, which include form tolerances besides conventional ones, are defined in ANSI Y14. 5M (1994 5M ( ) and ISO 1101 5M ( (1983 to solve such problems. Table 1 lists the item and characteristics of geometric tolerances defined in ANSI Y14.5M and ISO 1101. The major achievements of ANSI Y14.5M and ISO 1101 are to define datum reference features, and tolerances of form, profile, orientation, and runout. The use of tolerances concerning location and limit-of-size in the standards is closer to product functional requirements than that of conventional tolerances. Based on the table, an orientation, a location, or a run-out tolerance limits the variation of the feature it applies to with respect to a reference datum. From this viewpoint, they can be classified as part of the same catalogue: the tolerance of location. More generally, tolerances can be classified as:
(ii) tolerances of size, and (iii) tolerances of form.
Considering tolerances as variations of geometric constraints, a closer investigation shows that size and form tolerances are variations applied to the shape of a geometric feature while a location tolerance (linear or angular) always applies to one geometric feature and refers to another as a datum feature. This leads to a more generic classification discussed in the following section. 
Cross-referenced and self-referenced tolerances
Cross-referenced tolerances define variations of relative position while self-referenced ones define variations of a feature shape. In Table 1 , location, orientation, and run-out tolerances are classes of cross-referenced tolerance. Conversely, tolerances of size and form, except profile tolerances, are classes of self-referenced tolerance. Tolerances of line and surface profile, however, can be cross-referenced or self-referenced, depending on how they are used. Figure 3 shows a taxonomy of tolerance classes defined in ANSI Y14.5M. Note that run-out tolerance, shown as a cross-referenced tolerance in the figure, can be cross-or self-referenced depending on the usage.
As discussed above, tolerances are classified into crossand self-referenced categories at the top level. Further classification shows different types of tolerances that can be used by a designer. The links connecting a class and subclasses in Figure 3 indicate inheritance. For example, parallelism, perpendicularity, and angularity are subclasses of orientation-tolerance and thus inherit attributes from the classes of orientation-tolerance, cross-referenced-tolerance, and tolerance. Therefore, a perpendicularity specification consists of a unit and a value (e.g., 0.1°) and features it is applied-to and referenced-to (e.g., & perpendicularity is applied to a hole and referenced with respect to a datum reference frame). In addition, the tolerance specification inherits procedures and data structures needed to model the variation it causes and to propagate the variation (Tsai, 1993) .
There are two major advantages of such a hierarchical classification:
1. Construction of the tolerance representation data structures is clear, unambiguous, and complete.
2. Implementation of analysis methods for tolerances of the same branch of the hierarchy is unified. For example, angularity, perpendicularity, and parallelism are classes of orientation-tolerance suggesting that tolerance analysis methods for the three categories can be the same though their variational models are different.
The classification discussed in this section is based on how a constraint applies to a geometric feature. However, there remains the question of how to represent the magnitude of the geometric variation. For this purpose, interval and statistical forms are commonly used. These will be discussed in the next section along with their relationship to the geometric constraints they qualify.
Interval and statistical tolerances
Tolerances are often treated as interval data types in design and inspection. However, it has been argued that statistical tolerances should be used for design such that they are con- Fig. 3 . Taxonomy of geometric tolerances shows the classification of geometric tolerances while the links between classes/subclasses denote the inheritance properties and procedures (methods).
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sistent with the results of manufacturing and quality control (Evans, 1974) . For a product of mass production, parts are often inspected by random sampling. In such a case, statistical models for reliability analysis are suggested. In contrast, in a critical design all parts are subject to inspection, hence the worst case models, that is, interval tolerancing models, should be used to ensure the product quality. Thus, a tolerance representation scheme must be flexible enough to support both tolerancing types.
In this paper, we use the multiple inheritance approach for combining the geometric constraints (e.g., position tolerance) with the representation of the tolerance magnitude (interval or statistical) in a single hierarchical data structure. The taxonomy for different representation types is first constructed. As shown in window I of Figure 4 , different representation types, namely interval-type, statistical-type, and basic-type (the type of a value without variation such as nominal and basic dimensions), are constructed as subclasses of the generic class representation-type. In design, a tolerance specification is an instance of a specific tolerance class defined in previous discussion. However, the specification can also be an instance of a specific representation type. Window I of Figure 4 shows that both positiontolerance-1 and perpendicularity-! are instances of certain tolerance classes. If statistical tolerances are used in the design, both tolerance specifications are also set up as instances of statistical-type. A tolerancing specification under the representation can be either an interval or a statistical type, defined by the designer. Such an arrangement provides the flexibility of using different representation types for tolerancing design. The designer can also switch back and forth between statistical and interval forms without rebuilding the symbolic tolerance network to be discussed in the following section.
Windows II and III of Figure 4 show the contents of interval and statistical representation types. Conversion between different representation types depends on the designer's convention. For example, in 6a statistical tolerancing, the standard deviation of a statistical tolerance specification, cr, is equal to one sixth of the corresponding interval tolerance value.
HIERARCHICAL PRODUCT MODEL
Before proceeding to discuss the individual tolerance representations in detail in the next section, it is necessary to discuss the overall assembly and component representation. In this section, a hierarchical representation scheme for product models is discussed. In the representation, fitting constraints among parts and geometric constraints among features are generalized as geometric constraints (Requicha & Whalen, 1991) . A product is decomposed into parts with connection relations to form the assembly graph (Lee & Gossard, 1985) . Parts are further decomposed into feature with VGCs to construct the tolerance network (77V). The TN differs from the assembly graph in terms of the level of detail. A TN includes detailed geometric constraints, with Fig. 4 . A multiple-inheritance tolerance specification inherits the properties and methods from both tolerance class and representation class. The r e p r e s e n t a t i o n -t y p e taxonomy provides the flexibility for using different tolerance types. associated variations among features while an assembly graph models connecting relations among parts.
Part decomposition and the assembly graph
A product can be decomposed into subassemblies and parts for different purposes such as assembly modeling and process planning (DeFazio et al., 1990; Requicha & Whalen, 1991; Thomas, 1991) . Due to different combinations of subassemblies, there exist many possible decompositions of a product. However, the decomposition at the level of parts is unique because all parts are uniquely defined. A combination of parts with connection relations among them is called the assembly graph, an undirected graph with parts as nodes and connection constraints as arcs. Considerable work has been conducted for modeling parts and their relations to represent and use such information in CAD/CAM systems (e.g., Lee & Gossard, 1985; Turner, 1990; and Wilson, 1992) . Konkar et al. (1990) implemented an assembly editor that automatically constructs the assembly graph from parts and joints specified by the designer through interactive graphic windows. The assembly editor provides kinematic reasoning based on the assembly graph (Konkar, 1993) .
Although the assembly graph reflects the designer's intentions regarding functional and behavioral requirements and can be used for kinematic reasoning (DeFazio et al., 1990) , it is a high-level mapping of such requirements and does not provide enough detail to ensure that requirements such as those on accuracy are met. Nor does it detail the designer's intentions regarding manufacturing and inspection processes based on the dimensioning and tolerancing scheme and fitting specifications of the product. A feature decomposition and a tolerance network are discussed in the following section to provide such detailed design information in conjunction with the assembly graph.
Feature decomposition and the tolerance network
An assembly is a combination of parts and a part, although physically nonseparable, can be further decomposed into geometric features. Similar to decomposing an assembly into subassemblies, there exist different ways to decompose a part into features and aggregate-features or clusters of features (Cutkosky et al., 1988) . In this paper, we will limit the discussion of features to three types that are commonly used and important for tolerance analysis: surface features (e.g., faces), axisymmetric features (e.g., holes), and datum features that establish DRF. Combining the part and feature decompositions, a part can be decomposed into features connected by geometric constraints, including GD&T specifications. The connection relations among parts are mapped into detailed fitting specifications applied to matting features of corresponding parts. That is, all TNs of parts are connected together by fitting specifications, also a kind of VGC, applied to corresponding features. Consequently, the TNTor the entire product is formed. Figure 5a illustrates the hierarchical product model, with part and feature decompositions, shown as vertical arrows in the figure. At the top, a node represents a product design. Under the node is the assembly graph by part decomposition. The graph shows that parts, represented as nodes, are connected by connection constraints, shown as arcs. The graph at the bottom level is the tolerance network mapped from the assembly graph through feature decomposition. Features, represented as nodes, decomposed from parts are connected by VGCs, shown as arcs, in the network. Figure 5b shows the relationship among the assembly graph, the 77V, and the product model through part and feature decompositions.
A partial specification of the motor-encoder coupling used in the planar manipulator example is shown in Figure 6 . Window IV is one view of its geometric model. The figure is a screendump from a feature-based design system . The designer inputs features, tolerancing specifications, and the datum reference frame of the part through interactive windows, thereby providing the information needed to construct a tolerance network. Then the tolerance network is automatically generated. Window I shows part of the tolerance network that displays the VGCs applied to the connecting-peg, motor-hole, encoder-hole, and DRF constructed by three planar surfaces. The TN shows that the designer has located the two holes, motor-hole and encoder-hole with respect to the common DRF using positiontolerance-1 and position-tolerance-2, respectively, for manufacturing and inspection purposes. However, the relative position between the two holes is of more direct importance from a functional standpoint. Therefore, a redundant tolerance, concentricity-1 has been established. Consequently, there is a loop formed by two paths from motor-hole to the DRF, indicating that this is an overconstrained design. The ramifications of such loops will be discussed in Section 5. Window III is a partial description of the motor-hole feature in the product model. Window IV shows a partial taxonomy of features in the design. It can be seen that the two holes and planesurfaces 3,18, and 19 are used as reference datums. Therefore, they inherit properties from both specific classes of geometric features (hole and plane-surface) and from the datumfeature class, as shown in Window II.
REPRESENTATION OF VARIATIONAL GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS
The TN described in this paper is a symbolic constraint graph.
In the network, a feature is represented as a node while a VGC, that is, a geometric constraint with tolerancing specifications, is represented as an arc connecting the features it applies to. The frame-based semantic network reflects the designer's intentions regarding product function, manufacturing, and inspection. The scheme accommodates numerical and symbolic data types to support tolerance analysis and synthesis. Figure 7 shows a simple example of a part with geometric tolerancing. In the figure, surface B is specified to be parallel to surface A within the allowable variation e. When the designer gives such a dimensioning and tolerancing specification, (s)he implies the parallelism between the two features serves certain functional requirements. While surface A is allowed to vary to a certain degree, /, the design constraint can be interpreted as: "The measured surface B' is parallel to the measured surface A' within allowable variation e." This implies that surface A should be measured before B to determine the specified parallelism. It also suggests the same order should be used in manufacturing for consistency. A mating specification for an assembly, often specified based on functional requirements, can also be mapped into corresponding VGCs. In general, a dimensioning and tolerancing scheme implies the following design intents:
Implications of variational geometric constraints
• Functional requirements: A dimensioning and tolerancing scheme often indicates the importance of the relative position between features or the shape of a feature.
In the coupling example shown in Figure 2 , the relative position between the two holes and the perpendicularity between the connecting-peg and the motor-hole are directly related to the accuracy of the link-tip. Hence, even knowing that the design is overconstrained, the designer overspecifies the dimensions and tolerances between them to reflect her/his concern about the function of the manipulator.
• Manufacturing sequence and capacity: A dimensioning and tolerancing scheme reflects the relative impor- tance of features and the order for manufacturing them. For example, "Feature B is located with respect to the DRF D" suggests that datum surfaces of DRF D should be machined first to use them for indexing the part when machining or inspecting feature B.
• Quality control requirements: It is commonly recognized that inspections have to conform with the part dimensioning and tolerancing scheme to ensure the assembled product satisfies the functional requirements. This suggests that the inspection sequence should follow the product GD&T scheme.
It can be concluded that the GD&T specifications have direct implications for product function, manufacturing, and inspection. Therefore, a representation scheme should serve all three activities.
Tolerance representation scheme
As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, a representation scheme must be able to support the following requirements:
1. to represent tolerancing and fitting specifications as variations of geometric constraints applied to features, 2. to provide symbolic and dual-linked (bidirectional) data structures for reasoning, 3. to construct a taxonomy with inheritance for tolerancing specifications, and 4. to support part modeling.
These requirements lead to a data structure that is able to represent an object, such as a feature or a geometric constraint, for use in product modeling. Furthermore, the data structure is required to represent attributes of an object, for example, variations of a geometric constraint. Such attributes need to provide links to other objects that form a graph. Interpretation of such a graph should be flexible for different domains of interest. Finally, links of the data structure must be able to support inheritance associated with a hierarchical structure among objects. Among many knowledge representation schemes, the frame data structure fulfills these requirements. Because the graph needs to carry design intents for different domains, a semantic network is the most suitable model (Sowa, 1992) . In the following section, we show how a frame-based semantic network can be used for the representation scheme.
Frame-based semantic network
A frame is a data structure that represents a certain class of objects with associated attributes, called slots. Frame structures can be constructed using object-oriented programming technique. Details of frame representations are not in the scope of this article. Interested readers are suggested to refer to bibliographies on Artificial Intelligence. Figure 8 shows how the class of hole features in a featurebased product model can be represented as a frame. As shown in the figure, a hole has geometric constraints on location (x, y), size (depth, diameter), orientation {parallelism, perpendicularity), and shape (cylindricity, straightness etc.), as well as fitting constraints (mating-condition). Other slots in the frame are for different purposes, for example the creategeometric-model slot is a method embedded in the frame for creating the corresponding geometric model of a hole using a solid modeling program. These geometric constraints, also represented as frames, contain attributes of tolerances representing the allowable variation. Self-referenced constraints of a feature apply to the feature boundary while cross-referenced constraints serve as a link among features.
Using the frame-based programming technology to the TN, Figure 9 shows the overall data structure of the tolerance network. There are four classes of frames in the network. The ideal (or nominal) feature, the VGC, the feature boundary, and the physical feature, that is, the fabricated feature. While the physical feature can be viewed as the "as manufactured" version of the nominal feature, the nominal feature can be viewed as the idealized interpretation of the measurements of a physical feature. A nominal feature and its corresponding boundary are also mutually connected. A conditions (e.g., maximum material condition (MMC)), and fitting modifiers, such as ISO-fit grade, are represented as attributes of those VGCs.
Semantically, a TN is a graph with mixed directed and undirected arcs. An arc of a cross-referenced tolerance starts from the node of the interpreted, or nominal, feature it refers to and ends at the node of another interpreted feature it applies to. An arc of a self-referenced tolerance, on the other hand, starts from the node of an interpreted feature and points to the node of the corresponding feature boundary. An arc of a fitting condition, unlike a tolerancing arc, applies to the nodes of boundaries of fitting features without explicit direction. Such semantics are consistent with customary product dimensioning and tolerancing schemes and fitting specifications. In the manipulator example of Figure 10 , the El-Hole on the MotorEncoder-Coupling is positioned with respect to the datum reference frame MEC1-DRF according to the designer's dimensioning and tolerancing specifications. Figure 10 is a display showing the TN of the planar manipulator. Note that tolerance networks of individual parts, such as the one for the coupling surrounded by dash lines, are connected by mating constraints to form the 7W for the product.
VGC can apply to either nominal features or the feature boundaries, depending on the nature of the constraint.
Graph model for the tolerance network
A TN is a symbolic geometric constraint network with variational attributes associated with the constraints. Geometric constraints of the TNas discussed in Section 3.2, include self-referenced and cross-referenced geometric constraints. Notice that among cross-referenced geometric constraints, location constraints are semantically directed but fitting constraints are undirected. Hence, the TN can be defined as follows.
DEFINITION 1. [Tolerance network].
A Tolerance network, TN, is a symbolic constraint graph G such that
TN=G{V;E)
where V = {vj\i = 1,..., n} is the set of features;
and E = {e\i = 1,..., m} is the set of VGCs.
• Such a definition is borrowed from the theory of graphs (Harary, 1969) . The connectivity of a TN, Connectivity (TN), depends upon how the designer specifies tolerances and fitting conditions among features. Because VGCs are represented as frames, tolerance modifiers, such as material
PROPERTIES OF AND REASONING ABOUT THE NETWORK
Semantics of variational geometric constraints
A VGC, either a GD&T or a fitting specification, implies the allowable tolerance zone. A 2D tolerance zone caused by a location tolerance and a size tolerance can be evaluated based on the variation of dimensions. Then the 3D tolerance zone can be established using Minkowski Sums of these 2D elementary zones. Although there exist fast algorithms for constructing the 3D tolerance zone when the 2D elementary zones are all convex, the procedure is computation intensive. Moreover, it is difficult to adapt the approach for other kinds of geometric tolerances. In a feature-based CAD system, each feature has an associated local coordinate frame. A cross-referenced geometric constraint is used as a transformation between feature frames. For example, the distance constraint between two features is treated as a translational transformation between them. A self-referenced geometric constraint, on the other hand, is the transformation between the local frame and the feature boundary. A fitting specification, as it applies to feature boundaries, is then treated as the transformation among the boundaries of fitting features, but it also causes variations of the relative position of the feature frames. In other words a VGC and the geometric constraint it is associated with can be modeled as differential motion of the nominal geometry limited by the VGCs.
It is useful to borrow a concept developed in robotics in which variations are described as differential transformations. Such models encompass six degrees of freedom (DOFs) in Cartesian space, making it easier to construct the tolerance zone.
PROPOSITION 1. [Vdriational model]:
A geometric constraint is a constraint on a geometric feature over the DOFs it applies to. The error caused by the variation of a geometric constraint is a differential motion of the nominal geometric feature over the DOFs that the constraint applies to.
•
The model is consistent with other parametric variational geometric models and conforms with the "offset" model proposed by Requicha (1983) . However, the model is defined in such a way that the variational model can be directly mapped to corresponding geometric constraint in Cartesian space. The offset model was proposed from the viewpoint of describing the geometric tolerance zone, while this model is proposed from kinematic viewpoint for tolerance analysis. Compared to the variational geometric models discussed in Lin et al. (1981) and the variational kinematic models in Bernstein and Preiss (1989) , this model is more useful for kinematic error analysis because a differential motion is directly related to a kinematic description. Furthermore, the model is consistent with other variational models used in robotics calibration, sensor-based modeling, and machine tool accuracy, such as Kirchner et al. (1987) , Hutchinson and Kak (1990) , Slocum (1992) , and Ziegert et al. (1992) . The notation DOF{e) is used to represent the degree^) of freedom that the VGC e, an arc in the TN, applies to. Detail of variational kinematic models for different types of geometric tolerances can be found in Tsai et al. (1995) .
Recall that geometric features in a TN are connected by cross-referenced VGCs. For error analysis between features of interest, a partial TN is constructed with features of interest as the starting and the ending nodes. For example, the partial TN shown in Window I of Figure 6 is part of the product TN shown in Figure 10 . To perform error analysis throughout a TN, it is necessary to define a loop and a path first. A graph with the same starting and ending node forms a loop. However, a tolerancing or a fitting specification applies to certain DOFs of a feature, therefore a loop exists only when there is more than one geometric constraint applied to the same DOF. A loop in a TN is a subgraph with the same starting and ending node such that there exist more than one arc over the same DOF. In other words, such that and
DOF(e 2 ) + 4>
A loop is often related to overconstrained design and can be detected by graph traversal. VGCs that connect the same features over different DOFs can be merged into a single arc in the graph model. A path is a nonlooped chain with features of interest as the starting and ending nodes. Formally, a path can be defined as follows. and E = {e t \i = 1, ... ,n -1} is the set of VGCs.
As an example, the TN for the motor-encoder coupling shown in Window I of Figure 6 contains a loop and can be decomposed into two paths.
The path is important for tolerance analysis. As discussed earlier, a VGC is modeled as a frame transformation among feature nodes. Thus, the transformation of the ending feature with respect to the starting feature in a path is the product of transformations along the path. Because tolerance analysis is not the emphasis of this paper, interested readers can refer to Tsai (1996) for detail.
Reasoning about overconstrained designs
A design is overconstrained, that is, overdimensioned or overtoleranced, when there exist redundant constraints. Hence, an overconstrained design is defined as a design with redundant tolerancing specifications. Such redundant specifications are often found in engineering design, usually due to requirements arising from different perspectives. For example, the two holes in the motor-encoder coupling shown in Figure 6 are overtoleranced due to manufacturing and functional considerations.
For a CAD system to reason about "redundant tolerances," it is necessary to define what redundancy is with respect to tolerancing. Following Proposition 1, a feature can be well-constrained or overconstrained according to the following definition. Therefore, a design with a perpendicularity and a twodatum position tolerances applied to a feature is not considered to be an overtoleranced because there is no overlap in the degrees of freedom that the tolerancing specifications apply to. An immediate consequence of the definition is the following propositions regarding the relationships between isolated nodes and underconstrained features and between a loop and overconstrained features. PROPOSITION 
[Isolated node and underconstrained feature]:
An isolated node in a TN is an underconstrained feature. This is a direct result of Definition 4 because an isolated node is not connected to any other node meaning the feature is not constrained. Although this case is not likely to appear in a CAD system, it could happen in a manually drawn blue print.
PROPOSITION 3. [Loop and overconstrained features]:
Features in a loop are overconstrained. Proof of this proposition involves Definition 3 and is shown in the Appendix. Following Proposition 3 and Definition 4, an overconstrained design can be identified by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4. [Detecting overconstrained design]:
A product design with a loop in its TN is an overconstrained design. In other words, A design is overconstrained <=> 3 a loop L C TN Proof of this proposition can be found in the Appendix.
• Errors caused by tolerances and joint clearances are different in nature. Clearances play dual roles in error analysis. A clearance introduces errors due to variations caused by contact conditions. However, in an overconstrained design, a carefully designed clearance could also compensate for errors caused by manufacturing tolerances to avoid kinematic binding. For tolerancing, it is necessary to treat errors caused by tolerances and by clearances separately in order to identify critical and dominant specifications in an overconstrained design (Tsai, 1993) .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A representation scheme has been developed to describe GD&T constraints for parts and assemblies in this paper. The scheme represents design geometric features and VGCs among them as a frame-based semantic network, called the 7W. The TN, a symbolic constraint graph, represents the designer's intentions regarding functional, manufacturing, and quality control requirements associated with a product GD&T scheme and fitting specifications. Therefore, it provides a uniform platform for use in design, manufacturing, and quality control. Such a symbolic representation provides a unified representation for using different types of tolerance specifications. Such an arrangement is useful for working at different levels of detail in a design, such as reasoning about overconstraining through graph traversal without going to the detail of tolerance analysis, not to mention that symbolic representation also provides the capability for parametric design.
Besides representing the constraints among features explicitly, the 7W also exploits inheritance of attributes from generic parent classes such that generic properties of elements in the network, including nodes and arcs, can be directly derived from inheritance. Furthermore, the TN is associated with the decomposition of a hierarchical product model, as shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, it implicitly represents a product design in detail with support for reasoning at higher levels, such as kinematic analysis based on the assembly graph.
In addition to the practical capabilities summarized above, the 7W also has the formally useful properties of validity, unambiguity, soundness, and completeness. The 77V is valid because it always corresponds to at least one product model (Requicha & Whalen, 1991) . To put it in another way, a TN is a direct decomposition from a product model, meaning it is a valid representation if and only if the corresponding product model is valid (e.g., topologically consistent). The TAf is unambiguous if tolerances are well defined. Knowing that there exists ambiguity of tolerance definitions in ANSI Y14.5M, mathematical models of tolerances are defined in ASME Y 14.5.1 (1994) . In this paper, tolerances are exclusively and unambiguously defined by a TN that corresponds to a unique product model. That is, the representation is unambiguous under each interpretation covered in this article.
We have also discussed the soundness and completeness of the decompositions of a product model shown in Figure 5 . A TN is a direct decomposition from a product model and semantically well defined, that is, a TN is logically derived from its corresponding product hierarchy. Therefore, the decompositions are sound. To discuss the completeness, a complete definition of part, feature, connection relation, and VGCs play an important role. In part decomposition, an assembly is first decomposed into parts. Although there can be different product-subassembly-part decompositions (DeFazio et al., 1990) , the parts of a product are unique, implying the completeness of the decomposition in the gssembly graph. The next step of decomposing parts into features is again not unique, due to the existence of aggregate features. However, all possible TNs for a part can be derived from the possible feature decompositions. Therefore, the TN is deterministic and the representation is complete.
Finally, we observe that to use the TN and associated representations for tolerance analysis and synthesis, a set of mathematical models for describing and accumulating the errors caused by each geometric tolerance must be used. Furthermore, L can be decomposed into two exclusive subgraphs G, and G 2 such that e x G Arc{G x ), e 2 G Arc(G 2 ), and Arc(G,) C\ Arc(G 2 ) = <f>, as shown in Figure Al .
For a feature/[ G Node (G x ) , there exists another feature f 2 G Node(G 2 ) such that two exclusive paths P, and P 2 are formed with starting node/, and ending node/ 2 ; and e, G Arc(P x ), e 2 G Arc(P 2 ) as in Figure Al . Hence, according to Definition 4, the two features/, and/ 2 are overconstrained.
Similarly, for each feature/ 2 G Node(G 2 ), it can be proved in the same way that/ 2 is overconstrained.
• A1.2. Proof of proposition 4: We first prove the " i f statement (^) of the proposition. That is, if a design is overconstrained then there exists a loop in its 77V.
A. If a design is overconstrained, from Definition 4, there exist features/,,/ 2 , arcs e,, e 2 , e, + e 2 , and paths P,, P 2 , such that O node -arc --> path 
It follows that
e\, e 2 E Arc(L)
by Equations (Al), (A3) and (A4), we have
StartNode(L) =/, = EndNode{L).
That is, L is a loop by Definition 2, Equations (A5), and (A2). This proves the "if" part. We then prove the "onlyif" part (<=) of Proposition 4.
B. Given a loop L C TN, features in the loop are overconstrained by Proposition 3. Then by Definition 4, the design is an overconstrained one due to the existence of overconstrained features in the loop.
